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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of APRIL 2022
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TWO NON-LOCAL WORKERS INJURED
IN HIT AND RUN TERRORIST ATTACK

The terrorists with no regards to the Holy month of thought out process of UT government to make
Ramadhan continue with their dastardly acts. On essential commodities required during the holy
April 03, at around 7.15 pm of evening, two poultry month being available to the locals at affordable
transporters of Punjab - Surinder Singh and Dheeraj prices. The above attacks of terror can be seen in light
Dut, both natives of Pathankot, Punjab had finally had of abrogation of Article 370 with terror heads
driven to Littar, Nowpora of Pulwama. The duo came attempting to destabilize the democratic process and
under the attack of terrorists at Nowpora, Litar area of instill fear in the minds of business traders from
the district. Among the injured Surinder received outsiders. Since the past fortnight, four non-local
bullets in chest, while Deeraj Dutt received bullet in workers and laborers were injured in targeted attacks
his legs. The injured non-locals worked as a driver from terrorists. Notably, all these attacks had been
and a helper of a poultry-carrying vehicle. It may be carried out in south Kashmirs Pulwama district and
noted that these two non-locals had travelled from three alone were carried out in last two weeks of
Punjab to stock up the valley with live chicken for March. On March 19 terrorists injured a carpenter,
feasting during the holy month. However, the inimical Mohammad Akram, from Uttar Pradesh. Two days
elements crammed with
later they shot and injured
hatred for the peace and
another non-local labourer,
In name of false Jihad, terrorists
prosperity prejudiced with
Biswajeet Kumar from Bihar.
systematic abhorrence for
The latest spate of attacks on
kill the destitute laborers like
minorities attacked the Deeraj and Surinder who in point people from outside the Union
underprivileged duo, who
territory has come after a lull of
of fact had arrived in Kashmir
endeavored to stock
several months. In October
during
the
holy
month
only
to
commodities for Kashmiris.
last year, terrorists carried out
This transshipment of chicken
a string of attacks on nonsupply live chicken at affordable
from far flung states of India in
local laborers and workers in
prices to locals.
to the Kashmir was a well
Srinagar and south Kashmir.
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TWO CRPF JAWANS AND TWO BIHARI
LABOURERS INJURED IN TERRORIST ATTACKS

On 04 April fueled up
Valley to drop and pick
with the extreme hatred
tourists mostly. Third
for the Human Rights,
attack came in the
terrorists carried out three
evening, when a 35different attacks in
year-old Bal Krishan
Kashmir valley leaving
alias Sonu, a Kashmiri
one Central Reserve
Pandit, sustained
Police Force (CRPF) Jawan dead and four persons bullets fired by terrorists at Chotigam in Shopian
including two workers from Bihar and a Kashmiri district. Sonu was a medical store operator by
Pandit, injured. Two CRPF personnel were injured profession, and did not leave the valley even during
when terrorists opened fire on security forces at the displacement of Pandits from Kashmir and stayed
Maisuma area of Srinagar leaving, head Constable in Kashmir for the last 30 years. Terrorists have no
Vishal Kumar dead. Ironically all terror heads have remorse while carrying out such dastardly acts and
been articulating on gross human rights violations killings of innocent non-locals involved in earning
which they had been snatching in a bloodiest way for meager livelihood.
past three decades. In 2021, 49 civilians lost lives to
Callous terrorists wait for the input from cadres to
the bullets of terrorists.
Earlier in the day, execute the orders, no matter how significant the
terrorists opened fire on two non-local labourers in damage is caused in ploughed minds of the youth
Pulwama. Patleshwar Kumar and his father Jako which they cultivate with the killings of innocent
Chowdhary were residents of Bihar at Lajoora. This Kashmiris and destitute non-locals, who instead of
was the second attack on non-local labourers in earning livelihood end up losing lives, thereby
Pulwama district in the past many days. The two shattering the hopes of their families. Alert security
incidents reported within 20 hours come at a time forces thwart tens of such incidents on daily basis to
when the Valley is witnessing a
eliminate the curse of
peak tourism season. Terrorists have no regards for human terrorism from each corner of
Thousands of tourists are
the valley; however it still
rights. They believe in wiping out
visiting the Valley every day.
remains a challenge for them
innocent
non-locals
who
aid
in
the
On March 28, a record 90
to completely wipe it out
flights touched down the developmental process of Kashmir. because of its complexity.
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TWO NON-LOCAL LABOURERS SHOT AT,
INJURED IN NOWGAM SRINAGAR
On 22 April, attack on
October, members of
non-locals added another
the minority community
heap to the story of
too were targeted. The
violence in which two
Resistance Front (TRF),
destitute Bihari labourers
in garb of Pakistannamely Najamul Islam
based Lashkar-e-Taiba
and Anikul Islam hailing
(LeT) outfit, which
from West Bengal were shot by terrorists in periphery claimed responsibility for the previous killings have
of Srinagar district on Srinagar-Pulwama-Badgam warned that everyone other than indigenous
boundary in rural belt Suthsoo. Having no interest in Kashmiris would be treated as occupiers if they
politics and social scenario these two minded their purchase property in the Jammu and Kashmir. As
businesses while burdening themselves with the over- many as 34 Hindus were killed in terror related
time (extra-work) in order to earn some money. It may incidents in J&K over the past five years from 2017 to
be noted that migrant laborers constitute around 80 2022. Also there were 04 Kashmiri pandits among 14
per cent of the work force required in constructions Hindus killed between Aug 2019 when Article 370
and development sectors in Kashmir. Unfortunately, was nullified and March 24 2022. After abrogation of
innocent Kashmiris along with the non-local labours Article 370, around 2105 migrants have returned
become soft targets of the cursed terrorists who back to take jobs under PMs development package.
possibly have not even the slightest idea of why they Kashmiris lack the basic skills and a commitment to
are being targeted for. Toiling tough through day and fulfill the space of the non-locals. In this regard it shall
night these innocent non-locals only further aid the take them decades to understand the business and
development process of the region. Once the duo micro-banking to outdo the migrant work force and
was taken to the tertiary care, they in fumbled tune the other related chores like merchandise of basic
asked the people around as to
commodities. Thus local
what was their fault for being
citizenry should voice high for
Attacks on non-local labourers
targeted.
the safety of the migrant
demystify the plans of terrorists to
Since the abrogation of
workforce. The killings of
instill fear in minds of people
J&Ks special status under
migrant laborers give out a
checking
into
the
UT
,
linger
the
Article 370 in August 2019,
bad message to the outside
terrorists have intermittently
states, as also affects the
economy which is generated
targeted non-local labourers through tourists visiting the valley. tourist flow in the State.
in Kashmir. Even last year in
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GRENADE BLAST IN ANANTNAG,
NO CASUALTY

On 26 April, terrorists in garb of civilians hurled a from months to weeks period. This antagonizes their
grenade towards the police party (SOG) deployed at left out ability to push the terror scale up, leaving a
Padshahibagh, Anantnag. Fortunately the grenade tiny space for their activities to run and manage. Thus
blasted at a distance from the SOG party. Terrorists resorting to attacks through use of small weapons
have nightmares from these units as they are like grenades and the revolvers. A little section aiding
specialized police forces involved in anti terror the terrorists to execute their plans might also find a
operations. In the defence establishment, while the place, however with time and intelligence unrolling
Army leads anti-terror operations, except in the city of the facts is destined to apprehend them. Soon
Srinagar, a large share of the intelligence comes from Kashmir shall witness an environment free of
the Jammu and Kashmir personnel, which is atrocities from terrorists and their nexus, while few
primarily the SOG. Since the
dark spots (terrorists) on
last few months encounters
Kashmiriyat are still there
With each team working on a
left a trail of success in dedicated task, the SOG is moving which would be soon
defence perspective, giving
eliminated and no grenade
full steam ahead with its efforts to
out a strong message to the
attacks with the Jawan aur
hit
out
at
terrorists
trying
to
make
terror sponsors that every new
Aw a a m m o t i v e ; f i r i n g
tactic to destabilize the region Srinagar their base for furthering incidents would scarcely find
will be zeroed in less than a their ill plans in the city. Such meek any documentation in valley,
weeks time. Also the life span
with the high confidence and
attacks want deter their spirit.
of terrorists had been cut short
spirits of security forces.
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GRENADE ATTACK ON CRPF BUS
IN SOUTH KASHMIR'S KULGAM

Since the failure of plans in Kashmir to destabilize
the region, Pakistan changed tactics by sending in
small arms, smuggled through drones, and using
overground workers to launch attacks on soft targets.
This would keep the terror pot boiling without making
big headlines. It is also difficult to catch these people
as trend has shifted to instill fear through revolvers
and not AK-47. On 26 April, terrorists hurled a
grenade towards CRPF bus, though the target was
missed and no harm was recorded. The first four
months of this year have seen a big jump in the
number of terrorists killed, resulting in a sigh of relief
for the innocent Kashmiris who are otherwise
attacked on roads and even inside their homes. A
recent number of 62 terrorists have been killed in the

valley since the beginning of the year, more
importantly, 15 of the 62 killed this year have been
identified as foreign terrorists (from Pakistan). The
civilian cooperation, anti-terrorism measures from
UT government and positive mindset from people
paved the way to better intelligence generation
thereby eliminating the terrorists trying to sneak in or,
survive in the hinterland. Last year when India and
Pakistan agreed to resume ceasefire in February,
Pakistan at that time was also facing considerable
heat from the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and
so did not want to make headlines for any reasons,
thereby it limited the infiltration. However, by mid2021, when the FATF pressure on Pakistan reduced
even as Islamabad regained its geopolitical
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importance for the west due to developments in workers and Kashmiri Pandits in the Valley. While
Afghanistan it gave some
seven migrant workers and a
elbow room to Pakistan hence
Kashmiri Pandit were shot at
Pakistan has resorted to sending
it began fomenting trouble in
by terrorists in these two
small arms, supplied through
the Valley. They have been
months, there was a surge in
pushing terrorists in the valley,
attacks on security force
drones that help terrorists to
trying to destabilize the region execute their operations and then pickets too. To counter this,
on ground by targeting
security forces have been
mingle within the population.
innocent civilians including
regularly conducting
non-locals and the political Modus operandi of the terrorist too intelligence-based operations
leaders in particular. The
in the Valley, killing some top
has changed. They now kill
months of March and April this innocent civilians with a revolver commanders of outfits like the
year saw a redux of October
LeT and JeM, and picking up
which is easy to hide rather than
2021 when multiple attacks
several overground workers to
an AK 47.
were launched on migrant
counter these groups.
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN APRIL 2022
There have been 05 terrorists human rights violations in Kashmir valley during the
month of April 2022.
(A)

03 civilians and 01 SF personnel succumbed to the injuries.

(B)

04 civilians 01 SF personnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

Incidents Civ Deaths
05
03

Civ Injured
04

Police / SF Death
01

Police / SF Injured
01

 03 April 2022 

Two non-local workers injured in hit and run terrorist attack

 04 April 2022 

Two CRPF Jawans and two Bihari labourers injured in
terrorist attacks

 22 April 2022 

Two non-local labourers shot in Nowgam, Srinagar

 25 April 2022 

Grenade blast in Anantnag, no casualty

 26 April 2022 

Grenade attack on CRPF bus in South Kashmirs Kulgam
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